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Within these pages you’ll create your own blueprint, 
become your own marketing guru and get a complete grasp 
on how you, yes YOU, should approach the unavoidable 
need to market your service. 

Throughout this course you will look at your preferences 
for communication, you will look at your clients and how to 
find more of them, we will look at the strategies and we will 
look at the available tools to put a vice like grip on how you 
put your message out to the world. 

Use this book to write, draw, get things wrong, iterate and 
hone your style, create and refine your strategy, pick your 
weapons of choice, and feel safe in the knowledge that 
by taking a strategic rather than tools based approach 
to this topic you can make your business grow with less 
(perceived) effort.

Marketing

MARKETING

Chris Burgess
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This workbook will help you get the most out of the course.  You will see the book 
mirrors the courses lesson format.  For each lesson there are a number of aims 
that represent the key learning points for that section of the course.  We have 
provided space to write your notes as you go through and there is spare note space 
at the end of the workbook in case you need more than we have provided for any 
of the lessons.

The space for action points is where the magic happens.  We all know that learning 
is only useful if we do something with the knowledge so for each lesson make a 
note of what you are going to do as a result of what you have learnt.  Make the 
action as specific as possible and set yourself a manageable timeframe.  If you 
have some kind of to do list or schedule of action points make sure you transfer 
these actions to that and get them done.

Each lesson has 2-3 quiz questions that need to be completed on the members 
site in order to proceed.  We have provided space for you to make a note of your 
answers to these questions as you go through the content so you are prepared for 
the questions. Not only will this workbook help you as you complete the course 
but, if used effectively, it will also provide you with a source of key information you 
can refer back to.

Good Luck! 

How to use  
this workbook
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LIFT THE BAR EDUCATION

THE JOURNEY: A GUIDE TO NUTRITIONAL COACHING05

AIMS:

Key Learning Points

ORIENTATE THE MAP  

Client consultation and baselines  

 ― Learn how to prepare for a client
 ― Decide what information you need to know to work with a client
 ― Consider how best to gather the information

LESSON: 

01
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Name two areas of information we might want to explore from a client’s past (where have they been) 

2. What baseline information should we look to Gather? 

Aims
This section will highlight 
the main learning focus for 
the lesson

Key Learning Points
Use this area to make 
notes as you go through 
the lesson

Action Points
Summarise your learning from 
the lesson. What actions are you 
going to take as a result of what 
you’ve learnt?  When are you 
going to complete it?

Quiz Questions
Write your answers to the 
questions here in preparation for 
completing the online quiz.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

An introduction to this course and what you can expect from it.

LESSON: 

01
 

Course introduction video
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Marketing Types

In this lesson we look at the implications for choosing whether to build your message 
around your clients and your working methods, or your personality. This will give you an 
insight into which style, or blend of styles, suits your business and personal preference 
most, along with the benefits and limitations behind both styles.

LESSON: 

02
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

Tasks

1. What are the pros and cons of marketing based on disruption?

2. What are the pros and cons of using relationship marketing?

3. What are the pros and cons of using a blend of both styles?

1.  What are the pros and cons to being a relationship lead marketer for your specific context?  
What style suits you best and why? What crossover needs to exist in your marketing style?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Introduction to Avatar and Funnels

An overview of the upcoming lessons in relation to avatars and funnels. 

LESSON: 

03
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Avatar Part 1: Why

In this lesson you will look at why having an Avatar is a useful method of marketing your 
business even if your eventual client base is more diverse than your initial intentions. 
We will also look into why your core story, your values, your mission and your intended 
service model all have a role to play in identifying your ideal customer and your way of 
communicating with them. 

LESSON: 

04
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Action PointsTasks

1.  The “you” bit. In this section you will write out the reasons why you became a trainer and who you feel has 
most to benefit from working with you.

Explain why you chose personal training as a profession and how that matters to potential clients.

What part of the role excites you most?

Who has the most to gain by you training them?
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1.  What are the advantages of identifying a customer avatar?

2. What are common flaws in identifying an ideal customer?

3. Why would you want to understand who has the most to gain by using your service?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Avatar Part 2: Gender Differences

In this lesson you will be exposed to the differences, according to research, that different 
genders have in their buying decisions and marketing response, what to focus on in your 
marketing to earn their trust and loyalty, and what features and benefits they are looking for 
from advertising campaigns. 

LESSON: 

05
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Tasks

1.  Gender differences in Marketing

How can you display that your clients have loyalty to the quality of service you offer? How can you display that 
your clients outwardly are brand loyal?

What logistical information could you share that describes how people how and when they use the service? 
Example: Available session times - (Utility)

How can you display that your clients consider you good value for money?

Explain how you could talk about training creating a feeling (Hedonism):
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What are women’s preferences?

2. What are men’s preferences?

3. What do gender differences in consumer research show us?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Avatar Part 3: Age / Generational Differences

In this lesson we look at the age-range and generational differences in marketing 
message and why the trends that each generation has seen may explain current myths 
and gaps in knowledge, as well as problems that trainers can help to solve.

LESSON: 

06
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Action PointsTasks

Personal and Social Context

What beliefs do they hold about health and fitness from previous years? (Personal Context) What is their life 
like now? (Personal context)

What trends would they have potentially seen in health and fitness during their teenage and adult life? (Social 
context)

Consider your favourite client(s): What age are they? (Generation)
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Tasks

What was life like 10 years ago? (Social context)

What are their social media habits like? (Technology usage)

What other products and services have they tried or do they still use in order to get great results? 
(Personal Context)
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Current life circumstance is important in marketing because:

2. Generational context is important to understand because:

3.  Fat was bad in the 80’s, yet Keto is now all the rage - which age group are potentially more likely to be 
confused over fat consumption 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Avatar Part 4: Empathy Map

In this lesson you will learn how to connect with your ideal customer over the things that 
they are worried about in regards to their health and how they feel they are perceived, 
along with what they are hopeful over and what they’d consider to be a sense of 
achievement: You will compete a case study to enhance your learning in this section. 

LESSON: 

07
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Task 1: Empathy Map

WHAT KEEPS THEM 
AWAKE AT NIGHT?

WHAT MAKES 
THEM PROUD?

WHAT ARE THEY ASHAMED 
ABOUT THEIR HEALTH?

WHAT ARE OUR 
QUICKEST WINS?

WHAT DO THEIR FRIENDS 
AND FAMILY THINK?

WHO WOULD BE MOST 
PROUD OF THEM?

PAIN 
(High Sales, Low CLV)

HOPE 
(Lower Sales, High CLV)

It’s important to remember that people will only be motivated towards action if you can move them from a state 
of perceived pain to one of pleasure. But the angle you choose to market (pain vs hope) will dictate the type of 
client you get through the doors.  Complete the table below: 
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Task 2: Values

Values as an avatar
What are your core values and what actions can you do daily to show up as them for your clients?
Example: To show my clients I am loyal, I ensure that I…..
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Task 3: IAMPOV model

IDENTITY PURPOSE

AIMS ONLYNESS

MORES VALUES

CLIENTS PT 

IAMPOV model.
Based on your ideal client or your favourite current client, complete an IAMPOV framework.

This links their identity to the purpose of the business, their aims with what you are the only trainer to provide 
and what they want more of to the values of your business.
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TasksNotes
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Action PointsNotes
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Selling on pain points ensures that:

2. Understanding what makes people proud ensures that:

3. Customer lifetime value can be described as:
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Avatar Part 5: Multiple Avatars and Adjacent 
Markets (Adjacent Market Reach)

In this lesson you will understand how to assess multiple avatars and the most relevant 
metrics to consider if you intend to expand your targeting to different genders, age 
ranges or a variety of different start points or personal context. You will also be given 
examples of businesses tackling the process of multiple avatar marketing. 

LESSON: 

08
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TasksTasks

Based on your ideal client, to market to the closest available market which would you choose - tick one and 
give your reasoning below
☐ Same gender, different age
☐ Same age, different gender

☐ Anyone with a similar start point
☐ Anyone with a similar life circumstance regardless of age
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What are the implications of having more than 1 avatar?

2. What are the implications of trying to expand into adjacent markets?

3. Does having 2 avatars guarantee further growth and great ability to scale? Discuss.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

09 Audience Connection Part 1:  Awareness

In this lesson you learn how positioning and being in the front of the mind of our audience 
is vital for long term marketing success. You will learn why being first to market isn’t 
something to worry about, and why being the first to mind is much more valuable. 
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Action PointsTasks

Who do you perceive to be the top alternatives for potential clients to book instead of you?

What do you need to do more of to position yourself as different to those services?

Client task: 
Ask your clients what is the single word they would use to describe your business - List them below

Based on the words given, come up with an effective and relevant strapline for your business
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. How many brands can people remember in high interest sectors?

2. What are the implications of being in each different position in the prospects mind?

3. In terms of reach and relevance how do specific recommendations your clients give to their friends about 
you rate?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Audience Connection Part 2: Know, Like & Trust 

In this lesson you will learn what your audience want to know about you in their 
qualification processes. From finding your price through to the expected results, what 
features and benefits you offer will be essential in the trust building process, but also 
ensuring that you remain focussed on being concise in your message, lowering the 
perceived barriers to accessing your service and why referrals are a great way of earning 
know, like and trust at the same time.

LESSON: 

10
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TasksTasks

Easy Average Hard

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

☐ ☐ ☐

Know, Like and Trust checklist:

Is it easy to find where you work?

Is it easy to find how the service is delivered? 

Is it easy to find testimonials and reviews?

Is it easy to find relevant information using a google search? 

Is it easy to find your prices?

Is it easy to see the expected results?

Is it easy to make a choice on what to buy?

Is it obvious on all social media and website what you do? 

Is it easy to find your technical knowledge?

Is it easy to find if you are a convenient training option?
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

Action Points

1. How does having no sign of expected results impact business?

2. What traits are recommended for building know, like and trust?

3. How does too much choice impact customers?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

11 Funnels

In this lesson you will learn how a marketing funnel can be a hugely effective way of building 
a strategy for promoting your business. We will look at conventional funnels, service 
funnels and how to turn them into a far more effective hourglass so that you are impacting 
outbound marketing and customer service focussed marketing that builds referrals. 
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Tasks

This is where you will create a marketing funnel: Please draw what you consider to be an ideal marketing 
funnel for your business based on either a service or traditional funnel or hourglass.

What will you focus on to generate attention and/or awareness? How will you utilise the Advocacy/Word of 
mouth side of the funnel.
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What is the reason behind driving attention?

2. Describe the relationship between traditional and service funnels.

3. Why does the bottoms up approach to building a funnel work well? 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 

Introduction to Tools and Tactics

A look at the different options in relation to influencing your audience

LESSON: 

12
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

13 Audience Influence Part 1: Traffic

In this lesson we look into the methods of sign posting the people who engage or find your 
business into the places where we can nurture them towards becoming a lead or a client. 
From directing to websites, or keeping them on social media, how you encourage your 
audience to engage with your message, and then your strategy to retarget your audience 
will have a large baring on how far, wide, and well your message is received. 
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Tasks

I will drive traffic from my social media pages to: 

I intend on maximising my relevant reach potential by:

I will drive traffic from my in person activities pages to: 

Week 1

Week 1

Week 2

Week 2

Week 3

Week 3

Week 4

Week 4

Based on traffic driving tactics available, please list where you intend to drive traffic in week 1-4 after 
this course from:

I intend on capturing data in the following way:
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

Tasks

1. By posting a link using on your Facebook your reach will be:

3.  Being listed in google has what significance to a PT business? 

2. Driving traffic to your website from a flyer can be great because: 

And I will use that data to target and retarget people via:
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

14 Audience Influence Part 2: Capturing Data

In this lesson you will learn what sources and media platforms offer the best ways of 
collecting data that can be used in marketing campaigns to build specific relationships with 
your audience based on their precise interests and behaviours.
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

Tasks

What areas do you need to prioritise data capture? 

1. How can you utilise video viewers from a video on your Facebook page?

3.  What is a good follow up strategy for website visitors? 

2. For personal trainers, having robust data protection measures is:
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

15 Audience Influence Part 3: Website structure

In this lesson we look at the rules of a high performing website and the structural norms 
that exist amongst some of the best converting websites in our industry. We’ll keenly look 
at user experience, content, website intention, and how to track users who come by your 
website in order to build relevant audiences. 
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TasksTasks

Website structure checklist:

Yes No

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

1. I have a website (If no move to lesson 16) 

2. It loads under 4 seconds

3. It looks good on mobile

4. There is a great image on the homepage. 

5. It is clear who the website is for.

6. There is a clear action above the fold 

7. There is a clear item of value

8. The site reads with the client in mind rather than you

9. There is a clear navigation to all utility lead information 

10. There are clearly visible results or testimonials available 

11. There is an up to date blog

12. It has Google analytics installed

13. It has a Facebook tracking pixel installed
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

Action Points

1. What is important about a website?

3.  Does Google care about high quality content?

2. Having a client test the experience offered on your website allows what?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

16 Audience Influence Part 4: Blog content 

In this lesson we will look into the ideal blog length and topics for the personal trainer 
space, as well as the methods and locations by which to upload your blog content. This 
form of long style content is far from dead, and used correctly, can massively increase 
marketing impact and reach. 
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Tasks

2. Now write the first paragraph of your blog. Is the blog:

1.   You have 55 total characters (not words) to create a compelling article headline. Please write it below 
Whether your blog is posted on medium, your website or kept on social media, long form articles build great 
authority with readers, and also relevance to local services

Yes No

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

Engaging current clients?

A collaborative piece with clients? 

Connecting to local business?

Connecting to other services or trainers? 

Complete with a clear call to action at the end? 

Referenced if a scientific piece?

Referenced with your job title and location at least once in the article?
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What are the benefits of blogs?

3.  Which services does blog content offer highest relevance to? 

2. What is important when writing a blog?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

17 Audience Influence Part 5: Social Media

A principles lead approach to how both relationship marketers and personality marketers 
can use social media to enhance their business. We take a look at the most popular 
platforms and look at potential frequencies for publishing content related to your goal and 
marketing style. We’ll look at positioning, and whether you or your content increases ability, 
motivations and triggers.
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Tasks

Social media weekly plan

Create a basic social media content strategy for the week ahead using the following options:

Personality options: Disrupt, Likeability, Authority 
Relatability Relationship options: Behind the scenes, Reviews, Case studies
Platform Options: Tick where you will share your content to engage with the most amount of relevant people. 
(Ensuring you adequately adapt it to suit the relevant media)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

AM

PM

  
Personal

  
Page

  
Group
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What should a good social media strategy include?

3.  How can you demonstrate social proof?

2.  To build an effective relationship with your audience that is highly relevant to the aims of your business, what 
should you focus on in posts?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

18 Audience Influence Part 6: Facebook Groups

In this lesson we look at where Facebook groups could provide personal trainers with a 
highly relevant and private forum to engage with people who are interested in becoming 
clients. Here you will learn the tips that Chris uses to build groups, engage its members and 
nurture a community towards taking as much action as possible. This lesson will include 
case studies.
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. How do you ensure a facebook group is impactful?

3.  Expected engagement in groups follows which rule?

2.  Why do you need a coherent plan for your Facebook group?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

19 Audience Influence Part 7: Email Marketing 

In this lesson we will look at why email is still the most cost effective way of building 
relationships audiences. Why an email address is a key, and very fluid piece of data 
that when used correctly can grow a business massively. Putting any biases you have 
aside about it’s efficiency, this lesson will teach you why email remains, and will always 
remain important.
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Tasks

Imagine someone has just become a client. You have added them to your client email autoresponder: What are 
the first 5 emails you will send the client to ensure they get an amazing first week?

Imagine someone has just signed up to a competition by using their email. The competition was to win a 
6 week fatloss challenge with you. In order to warm up all leads you are going to send them 5 emails in a 
sequence in the hope that the runners up want to pay for the challenge if they don’t win. What emails can you 
choose to prove your 6 week challenge is amazing?

Having an email list allows you to send emails as frequently as you wish you your list, if you had to send one 
email today to your list that truly showed how your service benefits people you could send them an email with a 
client case study - which client review would you use and why?

Email 1 subject

Email 1 subject

Email 2 subject

Email 2 subject

Email 3 subject

Email 3 subject

Email 4 subject

Email 4 subject

Email 5 subject

Email 5 subject
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What impact does not using an email software provider have?

3.  A key consideration for email marketing success is:

2.  What do unsubscribes from your email list mean?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

20 Audience Influence Part 8: Googliness

Google is the largest search engine in the world and the place where people go when they 
are not in autopilot. Ensuring that positive search terms are found when people look for 
you, OR services like you offer, can be an amazing way to generate interest in your service 
and allow people to find the best version of your content. In this lesson we teach you how to 
setup google to work for your business and support it’s marketing campaigns.
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Tasks

Action Points

Google Checklist

Yes No

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

☐ ☐ 

My business is listed

My business has reviews in google

My location or area is listed in google

I have an updated post in google

I have a website or social media links listed in the search results 
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

21 Audience Influence Part 9: Messenger Bots

In this lesson we look into the fastest growing and most engaging tool to be released for 
marketers in the last 10 years, why they should be used and why they should be treated 
with caution. We will also look at how LTB uses their BOT. 
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Quiz Questions

Tasks

What are your observations on the potential that exists in messenger marketing and how best do you feel you 
can utilise it in your business?

1. To build subscribers in your BOT database, people who are message must do what?

3.  Why should autoresponders need to be treated with caution? 

2.  Do BOT’s tend to get better open rates than email?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

22 Audience Influence Part 10: In Gym Activity 

This short lesson is a highlight of the game of leads document that can be downloaded 
from our site. Marketing in gyms has never been more exciting and the tools and methods 
to engage people are truly incredible so in this lesson we cover how to influence gym 
members and class attendees. 
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TasksTasks

Action Points

Write a coherent plan of action for your in gym activities based on your marketing funnel based on what 
action you want members to take.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

23 Audience Influence Part 11: Copywriting 

You can be the most talented mind with the best ideas but if you don’t know how people 
want to consume your message it’ll never take you to your potential. In this lesson we look 
at how to create a structure for your content, whether it is written or video based, that will 
ensure your audience receives the message you intend to send. You’ll practice writing 
headlines, paragraph structure and how to nurture your audience through each piece of 
content. We look at examples of high performing industry stars and how they follow the 
format we teach. 
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TasksTasks

Your best friend has just asked you if it’s possible to lose 10lb in 30 days, and wants to know precisely what 
you can do to help. Using the same language as you would speak to them in, write down what you would say 
using no more than 3 lines of text per paragraph.

Now give your advice a headline
What kind of image would work best for this content?
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What does AIDA stand for?

3.  G+T+O is what?

2.  Why is a great image important?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

24 Call to Action Part 1: Using Trial Offers 

Whether it’s the industry standard free session or consult, or a paid 30 day trial, 
understanding why trials are so effective from a consumer psychology perspective and 
learning how to package them for maximum uptake could set your business on course for 
the stars if done correctly. In this lesson we cover single sessions, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days, 
30 days and 6 weeks trials and where they show strengths and weaknesses for growing a 
fitness business. 
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Tasks

Write out a 7 day trial timeline including:

Number of training sessions
Expected activity outside of the gym Nutrition support
Email autoresponder
NPS trigger
Retention talk

How does this trial appease: 
Providing sufficient ability
Providing additional motivation
Providing a sufficient trigger/reason to stay on

What is the expected physical and/or hedonic result from this trial?

What are the behavioural costs for the client?
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TasksTasks

Write out a 30 day trial timeline including:

Number of training sessions
Expected activity outside of the gym Nutrition support
Email autoresponder
NPS trigger
Retention talk

How does this trial appease: 
Providing sufficient ability
Providing additional motivation
Providing a sufficient trigger/reason to stay on

What is the expected physical and/or hedonic result from this trial?

What are the behavioural costs for the client?
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Action PointsTasks

Facebook adverts:

Write a Facebook Advert headline for your trial programme. 

What kind of image will you use and what text will you embed onto the image?

Now write the rest of the advert on this page
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Tasks

How does it appease gender differences in buying behaviour?

What is your view on the targeting and assets needed to generate interest from your ideal audience? 

Is there a need to have a highly bespoke set of targeting to make the advert successful?

What is the best asset for targeting the audience?
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. A free single session has what behavioural benefits?

3.  A 14 Day trial offers what behavioural costs and benefits?

2.  A 6 week trial programme has what behavioural costs?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

25 Call to Action Part 2: Referral Campaigns

Referrals are the lifeblood of a huge number of successful companies across the world, in 
this lesson we will look at how to ask for them, what to offer and why the referral processes 
you choose could add to client wellness. 
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Tasks

Write all of the ways you could use pro-social spend theory inside your referral campaigns.  

Practice writing an email here that you could send your clients to forward onto their friends with a sign up offer. 
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Quiz Questions

Action Points

1. What effect has pro-social spend been shown to have?

3.  What is important when giving personal gifts as referral incentives?

2.  Net Promoter Score is a useful method of what?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

26 Bringing a Strategy Together Part 1

In this lesson Chris shows you an example strategy using some of the tools covered in 
previous lessons in order to sell small group training.
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TasksAction Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

27 Bringing a Strategy Together Part 2

In this lesson Chris shows you an example strategy for building a 1-2-1 business inside a 
commercial gym environment 
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TasksAction Points
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

28 How To: Build Custom Facebook Audiences

Learn the nuts and bolts of using the tools
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

29 How To: Build Facebook Ads 

Learn the nuts and bolts of using the tools
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

30 How To: Social Media Usage Examples

Learn the nuts and bolts of using the tools
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

LESSON: 

31 How To: Set Up An Email List 

Learn the nuts and bolts of using the tools
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Complete the last task to earn the badge  

Key Learning / Action Date for Completion

Action Plan

Congratulations on completing the course. The key with any education is how you 
intend to use what you’ve learnt.  Take the time to consider the knowledge you 
have gained during this course and how you are going to implement it or change 
what you currently do.  Use the space below to summarise or to plan and set goals 
for the implementation or follow up phase.
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